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Abstract

The layers of Neapolitan culture have pinned down the representation of the city to two

shifting paradigms: Napoli as a nourishing mother, pregnant in luxurious views of her Gulf

and generous products of her land, and, on the opposite side, Napoli as a whore and a

witch, a dark sterile entity that devours her children. Both ways, female markers

have characterized the construction of Napoli’s cultural identity in the imagery of her

intellectuals, story-tellers, and writers. This article will analyze such female reincarnations

through the theatrical work of three of the city’s major authors: Eduardo de Filippo’s

Filumena Marturano (1946), Roberto de Simone’s melodrama La Gatta Cenerentola (1976),

and Annibale Ruccello’s Le cinque rose di Jennifer (1980). Through the metaphor of the lost

virginity of the female body, and using different stage languages including drama, comedy,

music, and fairy tales, Neapolitan theatre has used tradition and local culture to project

Napoli into a wider contemporary intellectual debate. This, I deem, was made possible by

the fluid and hybrid nature of ‘‘being Neapolitan’’ which consists of deeply grounded

linguistic, religious, culinary, and performative roots and, at once, of a keen awareness

that those same roots travelled hundreds of miles and originated from foreign sources,

marking Napoli as a quintessential multicultural, proto-European city.
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When researching the archives for anthropological and ethnographic studies on
Napoli, it is very probable to stumble upon definitions of the Southern Italian city
as ‘‘città-mondo’’ or ‘‘città-terra.’’ Through these macroscopic categories, scholars
mean to make sense of the complexity of Neapolitan culture. The layers of history
overlap in the city and echo in all her characteristics: from the way people look to
the food they eat, from architectural styles to music, from linguistic expressions to
performance trends. The origin of this richness derives from a violent past, as in time
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Napoli has been the object of desire of many foreign invaders, attracted by the
geopolitical value of her position but also by the romanticized idea of her welcoming
people and gentle weather. Instead of succumbing to such intrusions, Napoli as a
whole has been able to metabolize and digest the external inputs, making them her
own and transforming each new wave of foreign arrival into a constituent element of
her cultural identity. Learning the lesson from Romans who enlarged the Empire by
military defeat, but always kept an on-going process of hybridization between the
center and the periphery, Napoli accepted the new inputs and mixed them up with
the old and traditional ones. In exchange the latter, rather than disappearing,
received rejuvenating force from the novelty and got translated into ritualized
experiences for future generations. This peculiar mechanism has turned Napoli
into a conceptual space where it is impossible to drastically separate tradition
and innovation, past and present. The cultural dynamic of adding symbols upon
symbols, rather than discarding them, has also shaped the tropes of Napoli as a
female space.

Linguistically, in Italian the equation of city–woman comes easy since both words
città and donna belong to the same semantic realm. Napoli’s womanhood traces
back to the mythical foundation of the city, when the siren Parthenope came to
die on the Gulf’s shores after being abandoned by Ulysses. The implications of
Napoli’s femininity are much deeper and more complex than myth, although they
originate from it as the Greek work parthenope meant virgin. Writers and visual
artists have often represented Napoli as a nurturing mother whose open arms will
embrace everyone. TheGulf’s luxurious viewsmarried the generous fresh produce of
the volcanic soil and bestowed upon Napoli the comforting aura of loving mother
to her inhabitants and visitors alike. On the contrary, the city’s difficult living con-
ditions, the dark allies away from the seaside view, and the suffering economy
worked against this lovely picture to depict Napoli as a violent, aggressive, unloving
creature, a childless woman, or a whore. Suspended between these two extremes, the
tropes of femininity have triggered down into a multiplicity of cultural rituals to
which the female body offers a site of tension relief. These moments of collective
belonging merge expressions of the Catholic religion, and the devotion to the Holy
Virgin in the first place, with pagan rites and cults which exalted the generative power
of women as a direct connection with the divine. These hybrid religious forms do not
always present a reassuring and benign canon, since some of the rituals consist of a
feminine power that devours the masculine one. Therefore, also in the spiritual life of
the city, women (and Napoli) exist in the wide spectrum that covers purity and sin,
sainthood and irreverence, life and death, the Madonna generating as a virgin and
Medea furiously killing her own progeny to vindicate her honor. Quoting the
scholar Stefano De Matteis (1991: 17), Napoli is: ‘‘ventre, madre, physis generatrice
e corruttrice, produttrice e dissipatrice, alimento di unmondo collettivo, stratificato,
e molteplice che vive una apparentemente impossibile ma spontanea unità.’’

Obviously the city’s problematic lack of organization also derives from the
layered political and cultural climate, each following leadership having to step
into the void left by the previous one and restructure the system from anew.
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Goffredo Fofi (1990) correctly stated that Napoli’s identity is properly made of
disorder and multiplicity, which provides the public cultural space of the city with
the energy of a commedia dell’arte scenario. Half planned, half improvised, the
commedia allows Neapolitans to function more effectively in creating their reality
day by day, or even moment by moment, rather than following written rules.
Learning behaviors by example, or apprehending reality through kinetic forms of
street wisdom would be pedagogical methodologies more effective for Neapolitans
than the law of the state. The element of impromptu creativity would also be the key
concept behind much of Neapolitan cultural and artistic production, when one
accepts that ‘‘la recita quotidiana serve meno a creare una coesione e più ad esaltare
il paradosso, la tensione e la differenza’’ (De Matteis, 1991: 39).

The space for creative thinking arises in the interstices of this paradox, which, on
the other hand, also fosters the passive attitude of a city that lives without a clear
urban and social planning, and whose citizens have become experts of the arte
d’arrangiarsi. In the grey zone between legality and illegality, long-lasting traditions
coexist with new forms of cultural sociability. In fact, the new and the old can only
be considered as two sides of the same coin: change can occur because there is a
pre-existing platform from which it starts; new expressions transform the old ones,
build upon them, destroy, dismantle, and transform the constitutive notions of a
cultural identity. The adaptive attitude of Napoli was and is a possible vehicle for
transformation in its double nature of assimilation of outer sources and translation
of autochthonous ones in time and space. Most importantly, such dynamic requires
the existence of a solid community that recognizes the meaning of its symbols.
Once more, Napoli as a mother cares for her children without differentiating
them, but as a brutal spinster she considers the death of one of them as less
relevant than the overall survival of the city’s cultural and social essence. Napoli
is traditionally a collective space, a city where public and private can hardly be
separated, and where individuals only have a use value in so far as they contribute
to the existence of the community.

Within this general framework, my analysis follows the trajectory of the female
metaphor of the city in the work of three Neapolitan playwrights of the 20th century.
I intend to discuss the movement from tradition to modernity, from collective to
individual, from motherhood as an affirmative force to femininity as a ontological
state drenched in loneliness, from fertility to sterility. The ways in which each play-
wright (also directors of their plays) incorporated the iconic value of femininity in
their writing and staging depended on the contingent historic moment of the artistic
production as much as on the complex paradoxical cultural background of Napoli.
The city is a character of the three plays because it provides not only the conceptual
space of the theatrical action, but also the master framework of reference for
each individual story narrated on stage. The stream of singular tales merges
into the flowing rhythm of Napoli’s history, but it also receives from there its
strength, as the privileged source of origin and the location of inspiration.
The plays cover a period of roughly 40 years, from Eduardo De Filippo’s
Filumena Marturano (1946) to Roberto De Simone’s melodrama/fairy tale
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La Gatta Cenerentola (1976) and Annibale Ruccello’s Le cinque rose di Jennifer
(1980), providing a journey into theatrical styles as much as into the profound
changes of Napoli’s socio-cultural vigor.

Eduardo De Filippo – Filumena Marturano

Filumena was born in a basso—a low income, street level apartment usually made
of one middle-size room and a separate bathroom—‘‘niro, affummecato. Addò ‘a
stagione nun se respira p’ ‘o calore pecchè ‘a gente è assaie, e ‘a vvierno ‘o friddo fa
sbattere ‘e diente . . . addò nun ce sta luce manco a miezoiuorno’’ (De Filippo, 1995:
306). In Eduardo De Filippo’s play, the raw language gets straight to the point to
describe the condition of material and emotional poverty, where the lack of basic
means of sustainment goes hand in hand with the absence of human feelings of
empathy and love. Although family ties are the central topic of Filumena
Marturano, neither the family of origin nor the one Filumena tries to constitute
for herself represent conventional or acceptable forms of parent–child relations.

The play perfectly fits into the analysis of gender tropes and the city space, as the
issue of motherhood—denied, longed for, desired—constitutes the backbone of the
drama. Filumena, the middle-aged protagonist, began to work as a prostitute in
Napoli at age 17, forced into the profession by poor indifferent parents with too
many kids to attend. Her monologue in Act I clearly explains that her family of
origin had nothing to offer, food was scarce, and the bassowhere they lived was over-
crowded. When she reached an appropriate age her father coldly told her ‘‘te staje
facenno grossa’’ implying that the time had come for her to contribute to the family’s
economy, in any way she could (De Filippo, 1995: 306). This only memory of
Filumena’s family refers to a socio-economic condition common to many
Neapolitans at the time, but most of all provides nothing of the reassuring and
pleasing postcard picture of Napoli. The city for Filumena, and people like her,
was never a nurturing mother, but rather an exploiter of her youth and beauty.
Some mothers are like this—they give birth to one baby after the other and abandon
them in the world; whether the offspring survive or die is a matter of luck and skill.

Neapolitan writer Raffaele La Capria (1986: 274) says: ‘‘La napoletanità è per
Eduardo il luogo della perdita dell’infanzia e della felicità, dove il dramma della
verità si scontra con la risata delle apparenze.’’ This short quote condenses much of
the relationship between Eduardo De Filippo and the city which acted as the silent
character of most of his theatrical, poetic, and cinematic production. The loss of
infancy and happiness describes the conflictive space of memory in which Eduardo
De Filippo often dwells in order to excavate his understanding of human beings and
their dramas. The Neapolitan playwright never filled that void with a nostalgic view,
describing the past as a golden age, but actually pushed to the forefront of his work
the contorted and twisted aspects of life in the city. Filumena is a survivor. She was
never taught love, but nonetheless she has not given up on the idea of having a family
of her own. ‘‘‘E figlie so’ figlie e so’ tutt’eguale’’ is the lapidary sentence which the
woman uses as a stabbing knife to hurt Domenico Soriano in his masculine sense of
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honor, cornering themanwhom she has loved for 25 years in a state of confusion and
despair (De Filippo, 1995: 287). The play opens up on Domenico, a wealthy man of
the upper middle class, beating himself up because he has been tricked into marrying
Filumena on her death bed. Domenico was a client of the young prostitute. In time,
she had first become his protegee and then had eventually acquired the status of
unofficial wife in the household. However, Filumena wanted more; she longed to
obtain a legitimate family name. After waiting for 25 years for Domenico’s proposal,
she decided to fake a terminal illness to obtain what she deserved.

The theatrical device works to project the audience to the middle of the dramatic
action from the moment the curtain goes up. What interests me the most, though, is
the fact that Filumena inhabits the double tropes of femininity, the virginal wife and
the prostitute, and as such she functions as metaphor for the city overall and her
collective cultural belonging. In fact, Filumena does not search for an appropriate
name for herself only. The unexpected disclosure at the end of Act I is that she
has given birth to three kids during her professional career. Her three male sons
are now grown up but have never been able to enjoy a legitimate family, not knowing
each other or who their mother is. Therefore, Filumena wants to reunite them
under the prestigious heritage of Domenico Soriano, who is biological father
to one of them.

The complexity of the woman’s history is at once personal, social, and cultural.
Filumena lived a life of illegitimacy first as a former prostitute and then as an
unmarried protegee. The society of the time would look at her as nothing but an
outcast. No prostitute could have the right to claim a proper place in the world for
herself and her children. As a victim of her own condition, Filumena has gone
through phases of despair and acceptance to eventually arrive at awareness and
rebellion. Her body has served the biological function of giving birth to Napoli’s
new generation, but she has done so by stepping over the acceptable rules of her time.
In this instance, Napoli’s female creative power is fully embracing the idea of
motherhood, as Filumena is reclaiming that which her social condition has kept
away from her.

Filumena’s journey is very similar to the city’s constant intention to evolve away
from the darkness of the past and towards a better future. The ascending trajectory
requires effort, because assessing one’s identity in the face of the community to which
one belongs demands courage. In a way, Filumena performs an act of cultural
coming out in a moment in which the social norms have been tremendously
shaken by the war. However, because of the collective trauma derived from the
war and the overall sense of loss of direction, new possibilities arise and new agendas
become viable. Eduardo De Filippo interrogates the ben pensare of the whole Italian
collectivity, through the distortion of the appropriate middle class family.
The author achieves his goal still working within the frame of realistic theatre,
with traditional staging and dramaturgical development. The modernity of the
theme, on the other hand, is undeniable; modern in the sense that it creates an
uncomfortable feeling which spectators must confront, placing their cultural limits
against the playwright’s proposed agenda (Giammuso, 1993).
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Filumena Marturano opened in 1946 at Teatro Politeama in Napoli to limited
success, which convinced De Filippo to rewrite parts of the play before the
Roman debut. After the rewriting, the play obtained the favor of audiences and
critics alike, becoming the most translated and performed work by Eduardo.
The three-act play belongs to post-war dramaturgical production, a period in
which the author strongly felt the need to investigate more and more the interactions
among people, usually in a family setting, in times of crisis. He did so by focusing
on individual stories, on the life of a single person / character, but framing this
uniqueness in a way that spoke to the community. Since the war had been a national
trauma, bringing Italy to the verge of civil war and leaving the country with
visible physical destruction and emotionally damaged people, Eduardo placed his
magnifying glass on micro-histories to individuate the traces that history had left on
them. Life in the vicolo and dialect became two pivotal elements of this dramaturgy,
as they were the closest representations of a humanity crushed under an ontological
condition of deprivation and pain. The dialect spoken by Eduardo’s characters not
only served a pedagogical goal in theatre to describe the social class of the
speaker, but served as an ethical category, ‘‘una mappa dei sentimenti, abitudini,
un dizionario di passioni’’ (La Capria, 1986: 217).

Filumena’s passions constitute a rich vocabulary: she is hungry for social reco-
gnition. Her spectrum of emotions moves from the remissive acceptance of a woman
confronting the male dominated world to a violent subversion of that dominance,
represented by Domenico Soriano and also by the lawyer, the embodiment of those
written laws that clash against the emotional logic of her plan. Filumena truly and
deeply believes that she is only asking for what she deserves, and this understanding
finally gives her the strength to demand it. The humiliation of her teenage years
transforms into the fury of a mother protecting her children from the outside world.

Filumena also represents the perfect example of what Raffaele La Capria calls the
difference between character and protagonist in the cultural collective space of
Napoli. According to the writer, in Neapolitan theater protagonists do not
become such by an act of self-proclaimed assessment. What happens is rather
the opposite. The social community forces them into isolation, pushes them to the
margins, and from this space of loneliness they build a reflection which brings them
back to the center of history. Such a dynamic will also apply for Roberto
De Simone’s playful use of Cenerentola’s fairy tale, and Annibale Ruccello’s main
character Jennifer, a transvestite in 1980s Napoli. However subversive one may
consider Filumena, the woman is merely acting out a trope of femininity which is
biologically definable. From this point of view, she embodies tradition which by
nature is affirmative and positive, as it entails continuity in time.

In Eduardo De Filippo, Napoli still maintains her generative role. The commu-
nity of people living in it, albeit confused by the traumatic experience of the war, are
trying to recompose its structure around the unwritten social rules of their ancestors
(Piscopo, 1994). The sociability expressed in Eduardo’s work is still a collective one,
especially in the plays that focus on the vicolo or the rione. Eduardo is looking for the
continuation of a ritual in that lost infancy of his napoletanità; he strives to sew back
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together the broken fringes of Napoli’s social groups. The protecting womb of the
city fascinates him, although he implements an open critical eye on Napoli’s cultural
present and future.

Roberto De Simone – La Gatta Cenerentola

Roberto De Simone conducted an extensive fieldwork research in Campania, study-
ing rituals and traditions from a musicology and ethnographic point of view, before
summarizing this rich material in themelodramaLaGatta Cenerentola. Napoli plays
a pivotal role in the play, as it is often evoked on stage by means of groups of
characters who pray, sing, gossip, and dance in a choral frenzy which takes the
spectator from elegant palaces to smelly dark alleys. The city that De Simone
describes is not only a location or historical setting, but most of all it functions as
a metaphor for multi-culturalism and as a site of identity crisis. The playwright
places the dramatic action in different settings to superimpose the individual story
of Cenerentola with the cultural history of the city which on stage takes the shape of
tammurriate and madrigali, unpronounceable idiomatic expressions in dialect and
the various languages spoken by the foreign armies, graceful poetry and insulting
swearwords.

Act III opens up with a soldiers’ chorus singing:

Napole Napole donna bella, l’he perduta la chianella. La chianella e la corona al re di

Francia e d’Aragona. La chianella e la fantasia al Re di Spagna e di Turchia. Napole

Napole donna bella stai senza chianella. Napole Napole bella signora. La luna chiena,

la luna nova ogni surdato ce fa la prova. (De Simone, 1977: 70)

The lyrics epitomize the idea of the city as a woman whose femininity is constantly
under scrutiny and danger, at once gently courted and disrespectfully violated
as a young beautiful girl. The oral traditions collected by De Simone during his
interviews with elder people in rural Campania, together with Giambattista
Basile’s book Lu cunto de li cunti (1634) which De Simone used as the main
literary reference, both describe Cenerentola’s journey as an entry into adulthood,
the passage from childhood and innocence into maturity. Cenerentola exists on
the threshold between virginity and sexuality. Her magical transformation from
poor peasant girl into princess, and the consequence of the loss of the shoe
(la chianella), is nothing more than the physical change of a girl who experiences
her first menstrual stream, hence joining the community of adults with full
legitimacy. Cenerentola’s new identity mirrors Napoli’s repeated loss of her purity
and virtue, since the city has been victim to subsequent acts of cultural
raping. Napoli was able to digest this violence in the construction of her own self-
representation. Likewise, Cenerentola does not passively succumb to patriarchal
power. In fact her final goal is not limited to marrying the prince, as in De
Simone’s play the role of Cenerentola is a collapsing site between light and dark,
the sun and the moon, life and death.
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The metaphor of the cat which provides the play’s title borrows the symbolic
strength of much rural culture whose religious belief saw in some animals (mostly the
cat or the hen) a direct connection with the afterlife. Therefore, Cenerentola’s liminal
position evokes the inexorable passing of time, because her desire to grow up is at
once the beginning and the end, the entrance into sexual maturity and the passage
from the world of light to the world of darkness. Napoli perfectly shines through this
tension. Travelers romantically glorify the city for the brightness of the sun that
bestows its vivifying force upon the city’s shores, while her inhabitants are constantly
aware that they live under the threat of sudden death due to earthquakes and
eruptions. Neapolitans take from their relationship with death their attitude towards
life, as the city’s lack of organized long-time planning derives from the people’s
realization that they may be dying any time soon and so tira a campare.

In La Gatta Cenerentola death and femininity have a much tighter connection
than mere folklore. Besides Cenerentola, the leading figure of the play is her evil
stepmother. Since the original run in 1976, the role has always been played by a man
in drag. The performer’s male body is a repository of that which cannot be given or
disclosed in female terms. While Cenerentola stands on the one side of the spectrum,
at the beginning of a promising life during which she will fulfill her role as a proper
woman in society, the stepmother sits on the opposite side as a memento to the
impossibility to generate offspring, reproduce life, assure the continuation of the
species, and protect the collective culture that has produced her. As pointed out by
Vanda Monaco in her critical study on De Simone’s work:

la figura della matrigna contiene tutti gli elementi con i quali il popolo napoletano

costruisce l’immagine della donna: madre, generatrice di vita e di morte, assimilatrice

di tutto quanto è diverso da sé e pertanto castratrice nei confronti di quel diverso che è

l’uomo. (Monaco, 1981: 107)

The theatrical game of a male actor en travesty is a cliche inmany genres and historic
periods. De Simone frames this trope in ways that push further the performative
journey from motherhood as hope, as seen in Eduardo’s play, to the subtraction of
all biological and socio-cultural values from the generative act. Themale performer’s
body communicates the lack of nurturing care violently shouted by the stepmother
against Cenerentola. The young girl, however, reciprocates the woman’s hatred and
even tries to kill her by dropping the heavy top of a large chest on her head while she
is bent over to look for some linen. Out of metaphor, though, the infertile body of a
man in drag comments upon that dark, violent, atrocious attitude of Napoli as a
emotionless organism ready to use and abuse her citizens without mercy. This ele-
ment is reinforced by a second character, also a man who performs in drag: Patrizia,
Cenerentola’s stepsister. According to the distorted plan of the stepmother, Patrizia
should be the one who will win the heart of the prince at the ball. If that was true,
Napoli would end up with a queen who is actually a man, or better yet a drag queen.
His body unfit to give birth could never grant the city a new generation of royal heirs.
This dramaturgical choice comments upon the unfortunate transformation of the
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city’s atmosphere from loving and productive energy to its opposite, infertility,
which bestows upon the play an aura of terrifying cultural annihilation.

It is important to stress that Patrizia and her mother are examples of drag
performances, forms of transvestitism which conceptually differ from a full sexual
transition from one gender to another. They both act out transgression as entertain-
ment, the cover up of the form underneath the mask with a suitor identity.
This technique allows for an exaggerated verbal and physical acting style, where
gestures and words are brought to an extreme. That also explains why De Simone
veils the whole play with an intense aura of magic and surrealism. Fairy tales
and oral narrative have worked for centuries, especially in rural communities, as
methods of teaching by example, as pedagogical tools to train the young generation
in understanding the boundaries of good and evil, of social respect and appropria-
teness. These forms of anthropological culture provide a stage communication at
once entertaining and educational in which people recognize their common origins,
usually functioning as a cathartic outlet for the community’s fears. Rituals, dreams,
and rites do not offer an escape from reality, but rather arise from it and shape
the collective imagery of a community. Therefore, the rhetorical use of surreal,
irrational, and magical tones give to La Gatta Cenerentola the adequate rhythm to
signify and represent Napoli’s layered complexity.

A second narrative line of La Gatta Cenerentola follows the back and forth game
of Catholic cultural references, with particular focus on theHoly Virgin as symbol of
the anti-historical and grotesque female body. De Simone refers throughout the play
not to Catholicism as the teaching of the Church, but as the way in which people
understand and perceive that teaching in their acts of devotion. The two languages,
the one of the structured power and the one of the grassroots embodiment of
religion, often belong to two separate ways of interpreting the world, both physical
and spiritual. One of the most revealing moments of this distancing occurs towards
the end of the play, when the gypsy woman meets a group of laundry girls who have
been gossiping about the missing shoe, dreaming that any of them could actually fit
their foot in it and marry the prince. When the girls interrogate the divinatory power
of the gypsy, she says:

La Zingara: ‘A primma a perdere la scarpa fui’ laMaronna! [. . .] chesto succerette tanto

tiempo fa . . . ‘A Maronna steva rint’ ‘a grotta . . . no? . . .Di notte asceva e cammenava

‘ncopp’ ‘a spiaggia ‘e Mergellina . . .Ma na notte facette tardi . . . jette pe’ scappa’ . . . e

èerdette nu scarpunciello!

Quarta Lavandaia: Allora l’ha perz’ ‘a Maronna! . . .

La Zingara: Comme se fosse! . . .Pecchè ogne femmena è com’a na Maronna . . . e

primma o poi s’hadda mmesurà’ ‘a chianella. E quanno ce farrai’ la prova . . . si te va

bbuono . . . n’avarrie onore, furtuna e ricchezza! (De Simone, 1977: 85)

The dialogue contains all the elements of irony, wit, intellectual thinking, and
popular knowledge that De Simone abundantly disperses throughout the play.
Most importantly, the lines once again reaffirm the corporeal role of the
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Holy Virgin as a woman who also lost her shoe—that is to say her physical purity—
without this necessarily meaning that she should not be worshipped within a frame-
work of sainthood and virtue. Rather the opposite: since the Madonna was the
original Cenerentola, all women could and should gain access to the same respect,
epitomized in the desire to obtain ‘‘onore, furtuna, e ricchezza.’’ While the Vatican
State exalted the spiritual and purely ascetic role of Jesus’ mother, grassroots rituals
kept alive a more animistic picture of the Holy Virgin, whose socio-cultural role was
to demonstrate the value of femininity both emotionally and physically. From this
angle, being a woman becomes a contestation space of polarized forces that neces-
sarily find in performance a way of connecting tradition and innovation, creative
improvisation and socially sanctioned rules of behavior.

Working against the point of view which addressed traditions and rites as anti-
historical relicts of the past, De Simone uses the ancient background of Neapolitan
gestures and voices to speak to the contemporaneous identity of the city. Continuity
is not in fact an act of passivism, but the acknowledgement of solid roots fromwhich
tall trees and strong branches are born. Behind the entertaining lightness of musical
numbers and mocking jokes, spectators can recognize in La Gatta Cenerentola
the tragic and traumatic theme of the inexorable passing of time, and the loss
of a romanticized notion of innocence. Quoting once again Vanda Monaco’s
illuminating words:

Nello spettacolo c’è la città [. . .] il teatro a Napoli realizza i suoi momenti migliori

quando è teatro del malessere, della follia, e della non-felicità; quando invece il

teatro occulta il malessere collettivo mediante la esaltazione e rappresentazione

di una morale ottimistica, diventa meccanicità, sentimento che si rattrappisce nel

patetismo, comicità sganasciante e caricaturale. (Monaco, 1981: 10)

From this lesson, Roberto De Simone takes all those elements of tragedy that also
present a comic flipside, constructing a show that is hybrid both structurally and
thematically. Annibale Ruccello, instead, represents a deep plunge into that males-
sere and follia with a dramaturgical work which focuses on the dark side of life, and
brings to the most extreme consequences the notions of the infertile female body and
the modern condition of loneliness.

Annibale Ruccello – Le cinque rose di Jennifer

Annibale Ruccello’s play opened in Napoli on December 16, 1980, only a month
after a violent earthquake had hit the region leaving some 280,000 people without
shelter and killing almost 3000 victims. The emotional distress of that event,
although not intentionally part of Ruccello’s dramaturgy, echoed in the play’s
subtext about Napoli’s modernity and cultural changes. The introductory stage
direction describes the room where Jennifer, a transvestite, lives as a place with a
‘‘senso di desolazione e solitudine mascherata però da una vernice leziosa,’’ and
Jennifer, who was played by Ruccello himself, is briefly introduced with the sentence
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‘‘bisognerà rinviare allo spettatore l’idea che la persona che vi abita sia morbosa-
mente ‘donna’’’ (Ruccello, 1993: 23).

These descriptions recreate the play’s atmosphere for readers who had not a
chance to see the original performance in 1980. They also provide a hindsight on
the point of arrival reached by our discussion on femininity inNapoli, and onNapoli
as a motherly figure. The kinetic destructive force released by the earthquake had
damaged the majority of the city center, including hundreds of bassi. Consequently,
the city’s layout had to be redesigned, and social connections had to adapt to new
conditions as people were evicted from dangerous houses andmoved into temporary
shelters. However, the temporary housing often turned into a long term housing
solution, eventually altering for good the typical social links of the vicolo. People in
their traditional dwellings had lived a community-based existence, often spending
most of their time in the open where families carried out their daily activities,
including the most private ones such as cooking and washing, but most importantly
socializing and bonding over the same difficulties.

On the contrary, the new living conditions created amoremodern, private, indoor
kind of sociability. The visible physical changes in themost populated areas, with old
buildings in the center coming down and new apartment complexes being built in the
city’s outskirts, went hand in hand with Napoli’s conceptual innovation into a
modern city which steadily gave up her community-based ideology in favor of an
individualistic lifestyle. Spatial restructuring was accompanied by new behaviors
and life projects. Napoli was forced to enter modernity because of a traumatic act,
comparable in scope and strength to the war. The latter had inspired Eduardo De
Filippo to analyze the first dismantling of the collective sense of belonging. This time
around, artists who perceived the substitution of communal ideals with individua-
lism researched that same sense of loss, but in a totally new setting built on
physical and emotional loneliness. It is not by chance that Eduardo’s plays always
represented families, often enlarged ones, casting sometimes as many as 20 actors,
and that De Simone constructed his melodrama as a choral structure. Instead,
Annibale Ruccello’s play are usually monologues, and if not then casting is
kept to a minimum. The vital strength of the vicolo, the energetic participation
of the people, and the community of neighbors—sometimes violent, sometimes
comforting—were all left outside closed doors (Ruccello, 2004). Ruccello’s Le
cinque rose di Jennifer starts with the leading character walking into her apartment
and locking the door. Therefore, the first stage action is immediately one of separ-
ation between the outside world and the private world of the house. Jennifer’s kitsch
apartment is no longer the permeable basso of the city center, which opened imme-
diately onto the street with no real marked separation between inside and outside.
Jennifer lives in a modern apartment complex, although built in a hurry and with
many structural limits. The reason why the area was newly built is not clear, but
Ruccello’s writing is quite prophetic. In fact, after the quake, the city council hurried
to individuate areas away from the city center where new high rises could be put up
to host the evacuees. New neighborhoods appeared, with very limited infrastructure,
poor access to public services and transportation, and so on. Jennifer complains
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about these limits with reference to the telephone lines that do not work properly, to
justify her inadequate living conditions to complete strangers whose phone calls get
wrongly connected to her line: ‘‘Quello siccome il quartiere è nuovo . . .L’hanno
finito da poco e ce l’hanno consegnato subito’’ (Ruccello, 1993: 24).

The fall of the public, collective good has turned sour for Jennifer and people like
her. The outside world, in Ruccello’s play, is a dangerous and violent place. In fact,
Jennifer’s connections with the rest of Napoli happen only through the phone, an
obsessive presence as she is feverishly expecting the call of a male lover, and the radio
that constantly plays in the background. Whether the radio is tuned in to music or
the news, it never has a reassuring role. In fact, the radio speaker gives constant
updates on a serial killer who is murdering, one by one, all the transvestites of the
area. Although Jennifer does not seem to care much about the hypothetical threat of
a lunatic who may attack her, the dramaturgical tension rises with the number of
slain bodies found in their houses. Even when the radio plays music, Ruccello selects
songs to underline Jennifer’s loneliness. For example, the audience hears famous
tunes by Mina and Patty Pravo, both iconic symbols for Italian gay men, singing of
broken hearts and feelings of longing, despair, and abandonment. Jennifer indulges
herself in these feelings, as for the last three months she has been waiting for a phone
call from her one night stand lover Franco, a phone call that quite obviously will
never arrive. The opposition between her hope in amanwhomay rescue her from the
boring routine of a useless life and the songs’ lyrics makes her case more miserable
than she could ever accept.

Napoli’s collective identity is lost, her social fabric torn to pieces, but so is the
city’s fertile and loving nature. The female body of Napoli is no longer, because
now it can only be represented by the male genetic of Jennifer in female clothing.
Ruccello comes full circle in dismantling the idea of a creative, productive, and
generous city, and spectators are faced with the morboso attempt to be a woman.
Although Ruccello works at a level of realism, his generational torments are far
removed from the realism of Eduardo De Filippo. This distancing surfaces not
so much in the visual elements of the play, but quite effectively in its thematic
dramaturgical arch.

Jennifer often discusses motherhood in terms that are both grotesque and
real. Whether on the phone or in her internal monologues, Jennifer always presents
herself and her lifestyle as if she was a biological born woman.When she receives the
visit of another transvestite, Anna, their dialogue covers the typical topics of two
women confronting their life defeats: ended love, lost relationships, and ungrateful
children. The audience knows that Jennifer is unmarried and childless, and is aware
that both characters are men acting out a suitor form of femininity, therefore the
dialogue sounds very paradoxical, once again shedding a light on the protagonist’s
miserable condition. Jennifer even gets to the point of pretending that she had to
undergo surgery to remove an ovarian cancer, only to conclude that:

L’unica cosa che sono contenta . . . è che non tengo più il disturbo delle mestruazioni

[. . .] In quei giorni, il mio carattere cambiava da cosı̀ a cosı̀ . . .Pazza
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addiventavo . . . pazza . . .Nervosa con i bambini . . .Con mio marito . . . intrattabile

. . . Inappetenza . . .Vomito . . . sempre sonno . . . e quel sangue che usciva . . . quel

sangue . . .mi ha fatto sempre schifo. (Ruccello, 1993: 34)

The final reference to the blood, and the insistence with which she despises it, con-
nects the dialogue to the play’s ending when Jennifer will spill her own blood by
committing suicide. One may interpret Jennifer’s desire to be a real woman as the
delirious obsession of an unstable person. At the same time, the reference to men-
strual blood belongs to the same conceptual inspiration which triggeredDe Simone’s
metaphorical use of Cenerentola’s missing shoe. However, Roberto De Simone
keeps the issue at the level of pure cultural signification and resolves the thematic
tension through a mix of poetic language and music: the woman’s blood exists in the
realm of the symbolic and the sacred. Instead, in Ruccello’s play there is no possi-
bility of redemption or salvation, as the cultural milieu of Jennifer has permanently
corrupted her. Jennifer cannot even reclaim for herself the role of a femminiello,
which held in traditional Napoli a distinctive and allegorical function, since her body
is no longer the public display of that difference which society needs in order to
negotiate its social boundaries and normative limits. Jennifer now lives in a private
space, away from public view, and is condemned to prostitution because Neapolitan
society treats her as an outcast and men are ashamed of her or simply use her for
sexual release without any further emotional attachment. In a word, the modern
human beings have forgotten and deliberately erased for good the symbolic value of
things, actions, and people, and this also contributes to their anomic, lonely life.

The commentary on masculinity is stronger in Ruccello’s play than in any of the
other two works previously discussed. Men are outed by Jennifer’s condition and
speech, because they collapse their own fear against the un-natural body of the
transvestite, given that her clients are all self-proclaimed heterosexual men. Anna
and Jennifer summarize their twisted relationship with the male world when the first
confesses ‘‘Uscii incinta . . .Lui non mi voleva sposare . . .E abortii . . .Da quel
giorno non ho avuto più bene . . .Prima l’operazione . . .Poi tante disgrazie . . .E
capii che era stata una nemesi . . .,’’ while Jennifer comments on her post-operation
relationship with the cruel sentence ‘‘dice che gli facevo schifo . . .Che non gli sem-
bravo nemmeno più una donna’’ (Ruccello, 1993: 34). Neither Jennifer nor Anna
have ever been women, at least in the biological sense of the word.

Maternity returns as a much darker and sickening concept when Anna tells her
new friend that, as a hobby, she likes to knit baby clothes, but since she has no
toddlers at home, she enjoys dressing up her cat Rosinella as one. Because of the
Neapolitan cult of the cat as a memento of death, Anna’s declaration sounds like a
threatening prophecy about Jennifer’s destiny. Ruccello manages death very diffe-
rently to De Simone, as the issue has lost its anthropological or philosophical value
to become an act of horror, the slaying of transvestites, the cruelty of the anonymity
of human beings totally detached from their collective identity. Death and sexuality,
maternity and desire, loneliness and longing are categories embodied in the dual
nature of a biological man with female connotations, where form and content
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collide. In all of this, Napoli comes out as the space of an obscure soul, a womanwho
has lost her motherly attitude, who has abandoned her children, first and foremost
the weakest and most needy ones. To care is to attend at the limits of a person, but
Napoli can no longer provide shelter or refuge because the community has ceased to
exist as such, caught up in the cage of modern thinking and anomy.
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